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The rush of blood flowing through your veins, the restlessness and dedication, determination and perspiration mold the impression of a want nearly impossible to subdue, an insatiable desire to keep pursuing more wisdom. Learning is a value that has fueled not just our mere existence but also enabled us to craft a life lived extensively. Upon introspection and penning meditations on my aspirations I have come to the exquisite conclusion that my core value is learning.

Learning is a universe apart from being only about acquiring knowledge. Scanning over my progress reports it is inferable that learning is about growth too. Do you feel the pure bliss that storms across your face when you grasp just how developed we are yet unaware we remain of what lies beyond the blanket of the twinkling dots above our heads? It baffles me that we feel sorrow at this unawareness. Does it not present us with an unparalleled opportunity to learn more? Had it not been for Wegner to ask why the continents fit together we would have been decades away from many phenomenal geographical discoveries. Thus, learning is tied to potential and curiosity by an invisible string. Contrary to conventional beliefs that learned men hoard knowledge, simply observing nature proves us otherwise. A honey bee has to inform its fellow bees of where the pastures are if it wants to create honey. It is not capable to do so on its singularity. Hence, learning empowers us to share knowledge.

In a classroom setting or one where learning is encouraged whenever children succeed in getting good marks because they were able to grasp a concept nothing is comparable to their exuberant dance. This not only reinforces their motivation and inculcates healthy competition, but also makes them realize their latent abilities. They can dream because they have the ability to achieve. Learning is, thus, the backbone of ambition.

Simply desiring to know and learn has bestowed more positive than anything for humans. The first sailors were those who dared to desire to learn what hid among and beyond the turquoise waters that quenched their thirst. As a child I saw my grandfather who was a professor studying physics and technology with knitted eyebrows and a dedicated expression. I have never met a more grounded and sincere person. It has led me to believe that once you gain knowledge you sport a sense of humility and gratefulness. It helps you cherish life to its fullest for in order to learn we need to pay regard to the most atomic elements of life.

It is an unrivalled imagination of a reality where I spend my life in the pursuit of knowledge. I envision there to be no place where I can achieve more exhilaration than where I am not learning. Perhaps this intrinsic voraciousness to know is what has led me to the belief that is perhaps a little different from common contemporary one to work for a living. I want to learn for a living.